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Abstract: Rehabilitation robots are designed to help patients improve their recovery from injury by
supporting them to perform repetitive and systematic training sessions. These robots are not only able
to guide the subjects’ lower-limb to a designate trajectory, but also estimate their disability and adapt
the compliance accordingly. In this research, a new control strategy for a high compliant lower-limb
rehabilitation orthosis system named AIRGAIT is developed. The AIRGAIT orthosis is powered
by pneumatic artificial muscle actuators. The trajectory tracking controller based on a modified
computed torque control which employs a fractional derivative is proposed for the tracking purpose.
In addition, a new method is proposed for compliance control of the robotic orthosis which results in
the successful implementation of the assist-as-needed training strategy. Finally, various subject-based
experiments are carried out to verify the effectiveness of the developed control system.

Keywords: gait training device; assist-as-needed; robot orthosis; pneumatic artificial muscle;
bi-articular muscle; computed torque control; fractional calculus

1. Introduction

Robot gait training systems which help the patient regain their gait function of the lower limb via
repetitive movement in training sessions have received great attention in the last decade. Most of the
commercial rehabilitation systems are driven by electric motors [1–8] due to the fact that advanced
control techniques can easily be applied to achieve the best performance. One typical example is the
LOKOMAT system from Hocoma AG, Volketswill, Switzerland [1]. This system has not only been
available on the market but also extensively studied in many rehabilitation centers. This system consists
of a bodyweight support, a treadmill and a powered leg orthosis. It is capable of providing various
training strategies such as trajectory tracking control and patient cooperative or assist-as-needed
(AAN) [2–4]. The hip and knee joints are actuated by a direct current (DC) motor with helical gears.
Similar systems such as ReoAmbulator (Motorika Ltd., Mount Larel, NJ, USA) [5], lower extremity
powered exoskeleton (LOPES) [6,7], or active leg exoskeleton (ALEX) [8–10] with linear actuator
are also available with AAN rehabilitation strategy. However, these motorized systems are fairly
expensive due to the high cost of the servo system including the driver, motor, sensors and gear.
Besides, low power/weight ratio is also a major concern.

Recently, lower-limb rehabilitation systems based on pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs) have
attracted much attention from researchers due to the similarity between PAMs and human muscle.
The PAM is shortened in the longitudinal direction and enlarged in the radial direction during
the contraction stage when it is being inflated, and vice versa. PAMs are light weight and exhibit
a higher power/weight ratios in comparison with the motorized actuator. In addition, PAMs have
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a nature compliance attribute which a suitable for the human-robotics system. Thus, the applications
of PAM in rehabilitation robotics field are growing despite the inherent drawbacks such as hysteresis,
compressibility and time variance which yield extreme difficulties in constructing an accurate
mathematical model. Various prototype systems have been developed in research centers [11–22].
To handle the nonlinear behavior of the PAM, a three-element model [23] based on the sliding mode
control (SMC) has been considered as a good choice for tracking control of both single PAM [24] and
robots powered by PAMs [14,15,18–20]. Besides, AAN strategy which provides interactive human-robot
gait training is also indispensable in these systems [20–22]. The AAN strategy can be achieved by
compliance control in which the nominal pressure of the PAM is adjusted [17,19–22].

In our previous studies [25–29], a high compliant gait training system actuated by PAMs based on
the treadmill and body weight support (BWS) name AIRGAIT has been developed. In comparison with
the existing robotic orthosis actuated by two mono-articular actuators for hip and knee joints [11–18],
our developed system is based on the human musculoskeletal configuration with an additional
bi-articular muscle connecting between the hip and knee joints. The existence of an antagonistic
pair of bi-articular muscles can positively contribute to the compliant property of the multi-articular
extremities. Furthermore, this additional actuator also provides more power for position and force
control of the endpoint of the extremities, which may result in smooth, fine and precise movements [30].
Several strategies have been used for trajectory tracking control of the developed system such
as co-contraction model, modified feedforward-feedback. However, the system only shows good
performance without the participation of the subject at low walking speed [25–27]. Although the
tracking performance has been improved at higher walking speed, the AAN strategy has not been
integrated yet [28,29]. In addition, the mathematical model of the robot has not been considered since
all control loops are designed independently.

In this research, we continue to improve on the developed lower-limb rehabilitation system.
First, the dynamic model of the system is built in which the contribution of the bi-articular
muscles is considered. Based on the mathematical model, a modified computed torque controller
is proposed to enhance the tracking performance. This modified algorithm employs a fractional
order derivative [31–33] which provides one more degree-of-freedom (DOF) for tuning. Then, a new
compliance control method is proposed based on the estimation of a new defined human active torque.
As a result, the support of the robotic orthosis varies with the disability level of patients following that
the AAN strategy is achieved. Finally, experiments on the developed system with the participation of
different subjects are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The remaining parts of this paper are arranged as follows. The AIRGAIT orthosis description
is introduced in Section 2. The mathematical model of the developed lower limb robotic orthosis is
described in Section 3. The control design is shown in Section 4. Experimental results and conclusions
are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2. System Description

An overview of our developed AIRGAIT system is shown in Figure 1. This system consists of
a BWS, a variable speed treadmill and an assistive lower limb gait training which comprises a robotic
orthosis, spring, and parallel linkage. The spring and linkage are fixed in a sagittal plane so that the
gait motion training at hip and knee joints can be realized. This research only focuses on improving
the performance of the lower-limb robotic orthosis system.

The structure of the developed lower-limb robotic orthosis is shown in Figure 2a. The robotic gait
training system covers the thigh at the lower end of the hip joint and shank at the lower end of the
knee joint. It is actuated by PAMs in antagonistic configuration as illustrated in Figure 2b. The PAM
used in this research is a self-made McKibben artificial muscle with 1.0 inch diameter. Similar to
human muscle, this PAM is able to reach a maximum contraction of 30% from the complete deflation
length. The detailed parameters of PAMs are provided in Table 1. Proportional electric control valves
ITV2000/3000 of SMC company are used to regulate the pressure of PAMs. The angle of knee and
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hip joints are measured by contactless Hall-IC named CP-20H of Midori Precisions. To implement the
control algorithm, a CompactRIO platform developed by National Instrument is employed. It consists
of a real-time processor for communication and signal processing, a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) to run high-speed control. Besides, the sensors and control valves can be connected directly to
the CompactRIO via industrial plug-in analog and digital inputs/outputs. The control algorithm is
implemented and compiled by Labview software first and downloaded to CompactRIO for real-time
control after that.

Figure 1. The AIRGAIT system.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) The developed lower-limb robotic orthosis; (b) A typical antagonistic configuration.

Table 1. The nominal length and nominal pressure (P0) of each pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs).

Actuators
Nominal Length [cm] Nominal Pressure [×100 kPa]

Anterior Posterior Anterior Posterior

Knee mono-articular 40 40 3.5 1.0
Hip mono-articular 55 55 2.0 2.0

Bi-articular 65 65 3.0 1.0
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3. Mathematical Model of Lower-Limb Robotic Orthosis

The general configuration of a two degree of freedom (2DOF) robot is shown in Figure 3a where
the subscript i = 1 (hip), 2 (knee). θi, li and lci are joint angles, length of links and the distance from
joints to the corresponding center of mass, respectively. These parameters of the AIRGAIT robotic
orthosis are provided in Table 2 in detail.

Figure 3. (a) Typical 2DOF robotic (b) Robotic Orthosis with two mono-articular and one bi-articular
muscles. The 1, 2, 3 subscripts denote hip, knee and bi-articular muscle. A and P subscripts denote the
anterior and posterior PAMs.

Table 2. Parameters of the AIRGAIT robotic orthosis.

DOFs mi [kg] Ii [kg m2] Li [m] Lci [m]

Hip 1.34 0.052 0.4 0.2
Knee 0.97 0.032 0.35 0.15

The dynamics of 2DOF robotic is described by the following Euler-Lagrange equation

D(θ)θ̈ + C(θ, θ̇)θ̇ + G(θ) = T (1)

where T =
[

T1 T2

]T
and θ =

[
θ1 θ2

]T
are the vector of applied torques and joint angles, respectively.

The system mass D(θ), the coriolis matrix C(θ, θ̇) and the vector of gravity G(θ) are

D(θ) =

[
D11 D12

D21 D22

]
(2)

C(θ, θ̇) =

[
C11 C12

C21 C22

]
(3)

G(θ) =
[

G1 G2

]T
(4)

with
D11 = m1l2

c1 + m2(l2
1 + l2

c2 + 2l1lc2cosθ2) + I1 + I2 (5a)

D12 = D21 = m2(l2
c2 + l1lc2cosθ2) (5b)

D22 = m2l2
c2 + I2 (5c)
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C11 = −m2l1lc2sinθ2θ̇2 (6a)

C12 = −m2l1lc2sinθ2(θ̇1 + θ̇2) (6b)

C21 = m2l1lc2sinθ2θ̇1 (6c)

C22 = 0 (6d)

G1 = (m1lc1 + m2l1)gcosθ1 + m2lc2gcos(θ1 + θ2) (7a)

G2 = m2lc2gcos(θ1 + θ2) (7b)

As seen in Figure 3b, in the AIRGAIT orthosis configuration, the hip and knee joints are actuated
by two mono-articular muscles, whereas the bi-articular which connects between the hip and knee
joints has influence on both joints simultaneously. Hence, the relation between the torques τ1, τ2 and
τ3 generated by the corresponding pair of PAMs and the joints torques can be described by

T = Wτ (8)

where τ =
[
τ1 τ2 τ3

]T
(9)

and W ∈ R2×3 is the transformation from the muscle to joint space:

W =

[
1 0 1
0 1 1

]
(10)

Since W is not a square matrix, τ can be derived from Equations (8) and (10) by using the
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix W+ [34] of W as

τ = W+T (11)

From Equations (1) and (11), the dynamic model of the lower-limb robotic orthosis considering
the additional bi-articular muscle can be expressed by the following equation

τ = D̄(θ)θ̈ + C̄(θ, θ̇)θ̇ + Ḡ(θ) (12)

where D̄(θ) = W+D(θ), C̄(θ, θ̇) = W+C(θ, θ̇), and Ḡ(θ) = W+G(θ), respectively.

4. Control Design

4.1. Trajectory Tracking Control

Recently, the fractional order calculus has become an interesting topic and extensively used
in control design [31–33]. In comparison with the conventional controllers based on integer order
integrator and differentiator, the fractional order controller offers more degree of freedom which can be
utilized to further improve the performance of the control system. The basic definitions and practical
implementation of the fractional order calculus are provided in Appendix A in detail. In this research,
a modified computed torque controller is proposed to enhance the tracking performance of the robotic
orthosis, in the sense that the conventional integer order derivative is replaced by a fractional order one.

τ = D̄(θ)
[
θ̈∗ + KdDα

t e + Kpe
]
+ C̄(θ, θ̇)θ̇ + Ḡ(θ) (13)
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In Equation (13), θ∗ is the reference trajectory, e = θ∗ − θ is the tracking error, Kc and Kd are
positive definite gain matrices. Dα

t e is the differential of fractional order α ∈ (0, 1) of e. By substituting
Equation (13) into (12), the dynamics of tracking error is

D̄(θ)(ë + KdDα
t e + Kpe) = 0 (14)

Since D̄(θ) is positive definite, the dynamics of the tracking error actually only depends on

ë + KdDα
t e + Kpe = 0 (15)

By adjusting Kd, Kp and the additional fractional order α ∈ (0, 1), the required tracking
performance can be achieved. Besides, the control law Equation (13) can be rewritten as

τ = D̄(θ)θ̈∗ + C̄(θ, θ̇)θ̇ + Ḡ(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tf f

+ D̄(θ)(KdDα
t e + Kpe)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Tf b

(16)

It can be seen from Equation (16) that the computed torque controller incorporates a feedforward
and a feedback loops. In practice, the design matrices Kd and Kp may be chosen diagonal which
results in a decoupled multi-variable linear system. Hence, the control system actually consists of
three channels. The block diagram of each channel can be reconstructed as depicted in Figure 4.
Particularly, the reference trajectory for the third channel, which shows the contribution of the
antagonistic bi-articular muscles to the motion of the robot, is the sum of the hip and knee reference
values θ∗3 = θ∗1 + θ∗2 .

Figure 4. The block diagram of decoupled channels. P0 is the nominal pressure supplied to the PAM,
PAP is the different pressure of two PAMs.

4.2. Joint Compliance Control

AAN is one of the most important requirements of the robotic rehabilitation system due to the
fact that the disability level of patients not only varies from subject to subject but also changes during
training process with each subject. In order to implement the AAN strategy, the disability level of the
patient is needed to be estimated first. Then, the compliance of the system is changed accordingly to
encourage the patient effort during training.

In this study, the relationship between joint compliance and the nominal pressure in the work by
Choi et al. [16] is employed. The compliance γj of an antagonistic actuator powered by n couple of
PAMs can be described by

γj =
θj

n
[
2R2K0jθj + K1j(R2πPA0 − PAPyAR) + ∆PjK1jR2

] (17)

in which K0j and K1j are the parameters of the spring element of the couple of PAMs which drive
actuator j, respectively. These parameters of the developed system are provided in Table 3. The length
of anterior PAM corresponding to joint angle θj is yA. Note that θi and ∆Pj are regulated by the
trajectory tracking controller while PAP is fixed since it decides the initial position of the actuator.
Therefore, the nominal pressure PA0 dominates the compliance of the actuators.
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Table 3. The spring parameters of PAMs.

Spring Element Hip PAM Knee PAM Bi PAM

K0 [N] 0.691 0.572 0.453
K1 [N/100kPa] 1.096 0.835 1.217

For estimation of the disability level, a new strategy is proposed as follows.
Define the human-robot interactive torque (HRIT) as

Tint = Tpassive
int − Th (18)

in which Th =
[

Thip
h Tknee

h

]
are active torques represent the contributions of subjects to the movement

of the robotic orthosis. The HRIT is measured by using bar-shaped load cells attached on thigh and
shank as shown in Figure 5a. If the effort of subjects is trivial, i.e., Th ≈

[
0 0

]
, the signals provided

by the load cells represent the HRIT of the passive mode in which the disability level of the patient
is highest and the robotic orthosis provides full support to dominate the movement of the lower
limb. In this case, Tint = Tpassive

int is saved as the torque profile of the subject as illustrated by the black
line in Figure 5b. If the subject generates active force which positively contributes to the movement
(Th > 0), the signal Tactive

int from load cells tends to be smaller in comparison with Tpassive
int (Zone A

in Figure 5b). In contrast, Tactive
int increases when the active force against the movement of the robotic

lower limb (Th < 0) which is illustrated by Zone B in Figure 5b. This difference can be treated as
human active torque Th and is utilized to adjust the compliance of the robotic orthosis. Since Tpassive

int
not only varies from subjects to subjects, but also changes with the same subject during the training
process, the following procedure is proposed to online estimate Th.

Figure 5. The compliance control method of the AIRGAIT robot orthosis: (a) The position of the load
cell on robot orthosis and (b) the dependence of the robot compliance base on the human effort.

Step 1: At the beginning of the training process, the subject is asked to walk on the treadmill in
passive mode with full support from the robotic orthosis. Then, the data from the load cells attached to
the thigh and shank positions in 30 gait cycles (GCs) are saved as Tpassive

int . This data is the basic profile
of each subject and used during the training process.

Step 2: In this step, the subject is encouraged to move actively. The signals from the load cells in
this step represent Tactive

int . The active torque Th generated by human effort can be estimated by
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T̂h = Tpassive
int − Tactive

int (19)

Based on the estimated T̂h, the compliance of the robotic orthosis is adjusted by the following rule

PtA,i =

{
P0A,i − KimpT̂hsgn(Tpassive

int ) f or |T̂h| > ∆T
P0A,i f or |T̂h| ≤ ∆T

(20)

In Equation (20), ∆T is the width of a boundary layer in which Tpassive
int is the center. In experiment

∆T = 0.1Tpassive
int . Kimp > 0 is the gain of the compliance controller and sgn(x) is the sign function of x:

sgn(x) =


+1 i f x > 0
−1 i f x < 0
0 i f x = 0

(21)

The block diagram of the proposed control system for each channel including AAN strategy is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Compliance control architecture of the AIRGAIT robotic orthosis.

5. Experimental Evaluation

5.1. Experimental Procedure

To evaluate the performance of the proposed control strategy with the developed lower-limb
robotic orthosis system, various experiments are conducted with the participation of eight healthy male
subjects who do not have neurological disorders. The detail information of these subjects are given in
Table 4. All subjects gave their written informed consents for inclusion before they participated in the
experiments. The experiment protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Shibaura Institute
of Technology.

Table 4. The information of eight subjects.

Information Value (Mean ± SD)

Age (Years) 29.7 ± 3.9
Body weight (kg) 62.4 ± 8.8

Height (cm) 166.2 ± 4.0
Shank length (cm) 47.1 ± 1.4
Thigh length (cm) 45.3 ± 3.6

The system is evaluated in two gait training modes including trajectory tracking mode and
compliance control mode. The experiment time for each subject is about 10 min. In the first 5 min when
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the trajectory tracking mode is tested the robot compliance is set to the minimum value so that the
movement of the subject lower limb is dominated by the robotic orthosis. The subject is also asked to
completely relax. Therefore, the data of Tpassive

int in 30 GCs are collected and saved together with the
desired and measured trajectories. In the next 5 min of the experiment, the robotic orthosis is switched
to the compliance control mode. In this case, the subject is asked to be more active in moving. The data
are also recorded in last 30 GCs for further analysis.

During the experiments, the body weight support system is used due to the safety requirements
for the subjects. The reference trajectories of the hip (θ∗1 ) and knee (θ∗2 ) mono-articular actuator are
modified from the gait data profile in textbook [35] according to each subject with the maximum of hip
and knee flexion/extension angles are +20◦/−20◦ and 45◦/0◦, respectively. The speed of the treadmill
is set at 2.2 km/h. The sampling frequency of the control system is 100 Hz. Low pass filters with unity
gain and 6 Hz cut-off frequency are employed to reduce the noise from signals getting from the load
cells, pressure sensors as well the angle sensors. All analyses are carried out by MATLAB (MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA) software version R2016a. The parameters of the controllers after being well tuned
are provided in Table 5.

Table 5. The parameters of the proposed controller.

Controller Channel Kp Kd α

Knee mono-arrticular 0.05 0.8 × 10−3 0.8
Hip mono-arrticular 0.05 0.5 × 10−3 0.9

Bi-arrticular 0.04 1.0 × 10−3 0.85

5.2. Experimental Results

5.2.1. Trajectory Tracking Control

Firstly, the experiments to compare the performance of the conventional computed torque control
and the proposed controller are conducted. These experiments are carried out without the participation
of a subject. The results are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Comparative results between the conventional and proposed computed torque control:
(a) The hip joint and (b) the knee joint.
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It can be seen that by adjusting the additional parameter, i.e. the fractional order α, the tracking
performance is significantly improved. With the proposed control method, the system reaches the
steady state in 2 GCs and the root mean square tracking error (RMSTE) are 2.96◦ and 1.89◦ for hip and
knee joints, respectively. With the conventional computed torque controller, these values are 3.94◦ and
2.78◦, moreover the system can only reach the steady state in 5 GCs. All data are provided in Table 6 in
detail. The RMSTE is computed by

RMSTE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
k=0

e2
k (22)

in which N is the total number of sampled data.

Table 6. Comparative root mean square tracking error (RMSTE).

Joints
RMSTE [Degrees]

Conventional Method Proposed Method

Hip 3.94 2.96
Knee 2.78 1.89

The process starts with the computerised record of the mean of all measured trajectories of
participants to evaluate the performance of the system during trajectory tracking mode. Then follows
by the maximum tracking error (MTE) and the RMSTE between the average and the desired trajectory
are evaluated. Throughout the process, standard deviations (SDs) over the maximum joint angular
and compliance errors of subjects are also considered for further study on the intersubject variability.
These results are shown in detail in Table 7. The experimental results in passive and active modes are
also depicted in Figure 8. As can be observed in Table 7, the MTE and RMSTE are below 5.85◦ ± 0.56
and 4.25◦ ± 1.01 for both hip and knee joints in passive walking mode. In active mode where the
participants contribute force to the movement of their lower limb, the tracking performance is slightly
degraded, i.e., MTE = 6.81◦ ± 2.32 and RMSTE = 3.16◦ ± 1.26. These results are deemed suitable
for rehabilitation system in practice. Also, the small value of SDs means that the control system
is robust against the variance of the subjects and is able to guide different types of patients in the
rehabilitation process.

Figure 8. Trajectory tracking control performance of AIRGAIT robotic orthosis in: (a) passive mode
and (b) active mode. The gait data is normalized and plotted as reference trajectories.
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Table 7. Maximum tracking error (MTE), RMSTE and maximum compliance (MaxComp) of hip and
knee joint in the experiment.

Gait Parameter Passive Walking (Mean ± SD) Active Walking (Mean ± SD)

MTEHip [degrees] 4.25 ± 1.01 5.7 ± 3.17
RMSTEHip [degrees] 2.09 ± 0.14 3.04 ± 1.91

MTEKnee [degrees] 5.85 ± 0.56 6.81 ± 2.32
RMSTEKnee [degrees] 3.09 ± 0.70 3.16 ± 1.26

MaxCompHip [rad/Nm] 2.09 ± 0.14 4.94 ± 1.07
MaxCompKnee [rad/Nm] 5.08 ± 0.20 9.01 ± 0.40

5.2.2. Joint Compliance Control

The joint compliance of the robotic orthosis in tracking control and impedance control mode in
sagittal plane are shown in Figure 9. The torque profile of subjects Tpassive

int (the black line) and the
estimation of the active human torque T̂h (the green line) are depicted in Figure 10. All these data are
also averaged over all subjects for two GCs.

Figure 9. Joint sagittal plane compliance of AIRGAIT robot orthosis: (a) Hip joint and (b) Knee joint.

Figure 10. The human-robot interactive torque (HRIT) of AIRGAIT robotic orthosis during active and
passive modes: (a) Hip joint and (b) Knee joint.
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It can be observed that in passive mode, the compliance is set at low level such that movement
of the lower limb is dominated by the robotic orthosis. When the subject is in active mode, Tactive

int is

outside the bandwidth where the center is the passive one Tpassive
int . Consequently, the compliance

controller increases the joint compliance to encourage the contributions of the subjects in training
process. For example, |Tactive

int | < |Tpassive
int | in the first half of GC which means the robotic orthosis

reduces the support to the subjects. The unexpected behavior of the system in the range of 60% to
100 % of gait cycle in knee joint may be caused by the healthy subjects whose contribution against
the movement of the robotic. However, the adaptation of the compliance demonstrated that the
compliance controller is able to provide the assistance based on the effort of the subjects while the
tracking controller is still stable to guide the subject limb.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper, the control system for the developed AIRGAIT lower limb robotic orthosis is
continued to be improved. First, the mathematical model of the robotic orthosis manipulated by
additional bi-articular muscles is built. Based on the mathematical model, a modified computed
torque controller, which utilizes the fractional order derivative is proposed for trajectory tracking
mode. By adjusting the additional parameter, i.e., the fractional order of the derivative, the tracking
performance is significantly improved in both transient and steady-state. Then, a new compliance
controller based on new defined human-robot interactive torque and human active torque is proposed.
As a result, AAN strategy is successfully implemented, i.e., the robotic orthosis dominates the
movement of subjects in passive mode and reduces the support when the subjects become more
active. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed strategy is confirmed by various experiments with the
participation of eight healthy subjects. Particularly, all the subjects report that they feel comfortable
during the experiments.

The MTE of hip and knee joint are less than 7◦ during the experiments. This control performance
is in accordance with the result achieved in [19–22] in which the 6-DOFs gait rehabilitation orthosis
powered by PAMs is used, i.e., MTE < 15◦. However, the walking speed of the proposed system, i.e.,
2.2 km/h, is lower than of its 6-DOF robot orthosis system counter part, i.e., 2.5 km/h. The trajectory
tracking control strategy of 6-DOF system based on the boundary layer augmented sliding control
(BASMC) law [19,20] and the chattering free robust variable structure controller (CRVC) [21,22],
whereas the proposed system employed the modified computed torque control scheme with one more
fractional order derivative for tracking purposed. Although, the nominal pressure is also used for
AAN, the proposed strategy required less force sensors, i.e., 2 bar-shaped load cells attached at COM
of thigh and shank part, in comparison with 4 load cells connected in series with each PAM in the
6-DOF robot system. Moreover, the use of actuator configuration based on the human musculoskeletal
system also provides more power and redundant for the system.

In future work, the improvement of the AAN controller which is able to adapt the robotic orthosis
compliance according to the muscle responses of the patient is considered. Due to the fact that the
patient disability is caused by different reasons, i.e., stroke or spinal cord injury, etc. which results
in different responses of the patient muscles, the use of electromyography (EMG) sensor is going
to be exploited. In that case, the AAN controller may evaluate the active levels of the muscles and
provide the assistance accordingly. This is expected to enhance the patient’s volition during the gait
training process.

Author Contributions: Quy-Thinh Dao conceived the methodology and developed the experiment, he also
performed the experiment, analyzed data and wrote the paper. Shin-ichiroh Yamamoto led the research efforts
and led the preparation of this paper.
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Appendix A. Fractional Order Calculus

Fractional-order calculus is a generalization of the integration and differentiation from integer
to non-integer order. This appendix introduces only definitions which are widely used in the area of
control system.

First, the gamma function Γ(z) which is the extension of the factorial for non-integer number z
is introduced

Γ(z) =
∫ ∞

0
e−ttz−1dt (A1)

The most important property of the gamma function is

zΓ(z) = Γ(z + 1) (A2)

Then, the definition of derivative of order α ∈ R is presented. In continuous-time domain, the most
often used one is the Riemann-Liouville definition

t0 Dα
t f (t) =

1
Γ(n− α)

dn

dtn

t∫
t0

f (τ)
(t− τ)r−n−1 dτ (A3)

where t0 and t are the limits and n is an integer number satisfying n − 1 < α < n. In practical
applications where computer-based control devices are used, the following Grünwald-Letnikov
definition with short memory principle is preferred:

t0 Dα
t f (t) = T−α

s

[
t−t0

Ts

]
∑
j=0

(−1)j
(

α

j

)
f (t− jTs) (A4)

in which [.] means the integer part, Ts is the sampling time and (α
j) is the binomial coefficient defined by(

α

j

)
=

Γ(α + 1)
Γ(j + 1)Γ(α− j + 1)

(A5)
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